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Clickers: Reading Files Review (read clicker.py)

Consider the contents of planets.txt:

Mercury
Venus
Earth
Mars

What is the output of the following program?

planets_file = open(’planets.txt’)
print len(planets_file.readline())

I A. 6

I B. 7

I C. 8



Tuples

I Another of Python’s data types is the tuple
I Tuples are like lists:

I They are positionally ordered (sequences)
I We access their elements by indexing and slicing

I We create a tuple using parentheses, much as we create lists
with square brackets

I To create a one-element tuple of element e, we use (e,);
without the trailing comma, it’s just an expression in
parentheses!



Tuples...

I But: tuples are immutable!
I In Python 2.5, they have no methods (in Python 2.6, they

have just count and index)
I You cannot assign to an element or a slice

I Aren’t these just more useless lists, then?

I No: they provide integrity; they cannot be accidentally
changed (e.g. through aliasing)

I They are also usable in some instances where lists are not,
including dictionary keys



Sorting a Tuple

I Let’s say we have a tuple and we want to create a new tuple
with the same elements in sorted order

I Let’s try the following:

1. Convert to a list with list
2. Sort that list with its sort method
3. Convert back to a tuple with tuple

I Convince yourself that we have not modified the original tuple



Motivating Dictionaries

I Let’s say we’re bird-watching, and we want to keep track of
the number of each type we’ve seen

I One approach: “parallel lists”

I The entry kinds[i] corresponds with counts[i]

kinds = [’peregrine falcon’, ’harrier falcon’,
’red-tailed hawk’, ’osprey’]

counts = [1, 5, 2, 11]



Motivating Dictionaries... (sighting1.py)

I We can write a function that records a new bird sighting by
updating both lists

I Each time we make a new sighting, the bird may or may not
have been seen so far; we make sure it exists before searching
for it!

def new_sighting (kinds, counts, sighting):
if sighting not in kinds:
kinds.append (sighting)
counts.append (0)

ind = kinds.index (sighting)
counts[ind] += 1

I Complex: carrying around two lists

I Inefficient: index might have to search the whole list



What are Dictionaries?

I Dictionaries are structures that map keys to values

I They store by key, rather than by position; they do not
guarantee any ordering among the keys (which is fine for our
example)

I Here is a dictionary that stores our bird-watching data (note
the colon separating each key-value pair)

bird_dict = {
’peregrine falcon’:1, ’harrier falcon’:5,
’red-tailed hawk’: 2, ’osprey’ : 11}



Dictionaries: Adding a Sighting (sighting2.py)

def new_sighting (bird_dict, sighting):
if sighting not in bird_dict:
bird_dict[sighting] = 0

bird_dict[sighting] += 1



Adding to Dictionaries

I Dictionary keys must be of immutable types (no lists!), but
values can be anything

I Curly braces can be used to create empty dictionaries, or
dictionaries preloaded with some key-value pairs

I We can also use dict to (shallow) copy another dictionary, or
make a dictionary out of any sequence whose elements are all
of length 2

I Once d is created, we can use d[k] = v to add key k with
value v to dictionary d

I We can use the update method to dump another dictionary’s
key-value pairs into our dictionary

I If we give a new value to a key that already exists in the
dictionary, its value is overwritten

I Question: why do you think this is the case?



Arbitrary Ordering

I Let’s start with our bird dictionary, and add some entries to
show how the order of keys can change

bird_dict = {
’peregrine falcon’:1, ’harrier falcon’:5,
’red-tailed hawk’: 2, ’osprey’ : 11}

bird_dict[’bluejay’] = 1993
bird_dict[’oriole’] = 1983



Getting Values (sighting3.py)

I We can use d[k] to obtain the value associated with key k of
dictionary d

I If k does not exist, we get an error

I The get method is similar, except it returns None instead of
giving an error when the key does not exist

I If you want something besides None for nonexistent keys,
provide an optional second parameter to get

def new_sighting (bird_dict, sighting):
bird_dict[sighting] = bird_dict.get (sighting, 0) + 1



Other Dictionary Operations

I We can delete key k from dictionary d with del d[k]

I (For the record, del can be used to get rid of variables or
pieces of lists, too)

I We can get a list of a dictionaries keys with the keys method,
the values with the values method, and the key-value tuples
with the items method

I We can empty a dictionary with the clear method



Clickers: Dictionary Intro (dict clicker.py)

What is the output of the following program?

d = {}
d[4] = ’a’
d[’4’] = ’b’
d[4] = 5

print d[4]

I A. a

I B. 5

I C. [’a’, 5]

I D. Error: key 4 already exists



Looping Through Dictionaries

I Even though a dictionary is not a sequence, we can still loop
through it

for k in d:
print k, d[k]

I The for-loop iterates through the keys; but again, the order
we get them is arbitrary

I Exercise: let’s loop through the keys of a dictionary in sorted
order . . .



Inverting a Dictionary

I Our bird-watching dictionary maps from names to frequencies
of occurrence

I How can we print the birds in order of frequency? The
“inverted” dictionary is helpful

I If a dictionary maps k to v, the inverted dictionary maps v to
k

I But, consider the dictionary {1:3, 2:3}

I While a key in a dictionary maps to at most one value, a value
may be associated with multiple keys



Inverting a Dictionary...

I When generating the inverted dictionary, we will map keys to
lists of values to remedy possible collisions

I For example, inverting {1:3, 2:3} will yield {3: [1,2]}

I We have to be careful that a key’s list exists before we try
appending to it

I Let’s write this function . . .


